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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The aerial dispensing equipment performed very well in the Scofield Reservoir tests 
made in August, 1963; and the powdered alcohol was dispensed from the airplane at a uni-
form rate throughout the entire testing period. Although performances of the dispensing 
equipment were quite satisfactory at that time, additional modifications for impr,oving 
performance, durability and safety, and for reducing weight and cost were proposed. These 
modifications have been incorporated into the development of a new dispensing unit. The 
powder dispen ing unit uses steel-wire brushes to break up lump of powdered alcohol rather 
than the wire- poked flails used on previous powder dispensing units. The steel-wire brushes 
have proved to be m,ore effective than the wire- poked flails for breaking lumps. 
Recommendations regarding application rate for aerIal application under various con-
ditions have been made. An application rate of 0.15 lb/ acre should be used when very calm 
wind conditions exist and for the patching of uncovered areas on a water surface after an 
initial heavy dosing, during a sustained application. The optimum range of application rates 
for placing a monomolecular film on an uncovered body of water is between 0.20 lb/acre 
and 0.25 lb/ acre. If the wind speed is greater than 8 mph, an application rate of 0.30 lb/acre 
i advisable. 
Recommendations regarding the altitude of flight are listed below. These recommen-
dations were derived from tests wherein materials having an average particle size of 100 
microns were used. 
a. Calm wind conditions. An altitude of flight of 150 feet should be used for wind 
speeds less than 3 mph. 
b. Moderate wind conditions. If the wind speed is between 3 mph and 7 mph, an alti-
tude of flight of 100 feet should be used. 
c. High wind conditions. For wind speeds above 7 mph, the plane should be flown 
at an altitude less than 100 feet. The degree of air. turbulence will govern the 
choice of altitude for safe flying. 
At Utah Lake, tests conducted with a variety of chemical compositions, wherein spead-
ing rates and swath width were measured, showed clearly that the longer chain lengths, 
C20 and C22 , could be incorporated to advantage into the evaporation retardant to be used 
for aerial application. Based on the results of the Utah Lake tests, and taking into account 
manufacturing techniques and costs, it is felt that an evaporation retardant containing be-
tween 20 and 30 percent of C20 and/or C22 would be desirable for aerial application. The 
addition of the longer chain lengths should be effective in increasing the retarding ability 
of the material. Since development of an evaporation retardant suitable for aerial applica-
tion is important to the efficient use of this method of application, research work is presently 
being pursued along these lines under sponsor hip of The Proctor and Gamble Company. 
Long-term, large-scale, sustained-application tests are essential for gaining the addi-
tional knowledge required regarding aerial application. The ability of the Australians to 
achieve application rates as low as 0.075 Ib/ acre/ day (2) during long-term tests, and after 
an initial heavy dosing of the water surface, is evidence of the need for such test.;. The Aus-
tralians have been able to obtain evaporation savings of 15 to 20 percent over extended 
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periods of time using evaporation retardants consisting of cetyl and stearyl alcohols (C 16 
and C18) . Higher evaporation savings should be achieved by employing longer-chain al-
cohols along with the cetyl and stearyl alcohol . Also, the ernployment of an airplane rather 
than a boat, as used in Australia, allows more rapid repleni hment of uncovered areas 
during ustained tests and thus would aid in achieving higher evaporation savings. The size 
of the reservoir would effect the decision as to which method of application hould be used. 
Repeated field tests involving the aerial application of monolayer-forming materials 
to large bodies of water have indicated a necessity for developing an accurate radio altimeter 
which will warn the pilot when the aircraft is flying dangerou ly close to the water surface. 
The development of a radio altimeter for aerial application technique is essential to the 
success of this method of application. The safety problem encountered to date in flying small 
aircraft at low altitudes over large bodies of water is acute and will be critical when aerial 
application becorne more extensive. The development of a new radio altimeter based on 
methods of modern circuitry is presently underway. 
Improved methods for determing evaporation savings are a primary requisite to the 
wide -'pread application of monolayer-formino- material to bodies of water. The accuracy 
of method now used in determining evaporation rates i often no better than the percentage 
of evaporation avings. EquiPlnent and procedures ba ed on infrared technology, being de-
veloped at Utah State University show promi e of overcoming, to a large extent, the disad-
vantages of present methods of measuring evaporation. 
The research program at Utah State University has clearly shown the many inherent 
advantages of aerial application of evaporation retardants to large water surfaces. Aerial 
application can be conducted by a single person, the pilot, who can load the material in the 
hopper, observe uncovered areas on a water surface, and apply the material. A high utiliza-
tion of the evaporation-reducing material is obtained on the larger reservoirs by aerial tech-
niques. In addition, this method of application allow the use of the longer chain alcohols 
(because of greater swath widths) with a con equent increa e in evaporation savings. The 
relationships between the parameter involved in aerial application have been developed to 
a great ext nt. Th larger re ervoir , which are mo t uitable for aerial application, will al 0 
minilnize the detrimental ff cts of wind in an vaporation r duction proo-ram. The develop-
ment of improved methods of measuring evaporation, along with the ability to anticipate 
wind at a given water urface, will allow a prediction of the feasibility of aerial application 
(or for that matter, the fea~ibility of any method of application) at a particular site. 
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AERIAL APPLICATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 
Previous Research Efforts 
Utah Stat University first undertook re earch tudies on the aerial application of 
vaporation-reducing, monolayer-forming material to large lakes and reservoir in 1961 under 
pon or hip of the . S. Bur au of Reclamation. rr h fir t report re ulting from thi re-
. earch program, which wa written by Glen E . tringhaln and "' aughn E . Han en, was en-
titled "Aerial praying Equipment : Feasibility tud · Applying Hexadecanol Monolayer 
Film on torage Reservoir ." Thi report, dated epteInber 1961, described the initial equip-
ment development for spraying evaporation I' tardant . The next report, dated July 1963, 
wa entitled" Aerial Application of Evaporation-Reducin Chenlical : Development and Eval-
uation of Equipment and Techniques" and wa written by . Earl I rael en and Vaughn 
E. Hansen. The econd report outlined the improvement made in the liquid di pen er and 
al 0 de cribed the initial efforts in the developlnent of a powder di pen er. In addition, ob-
ervation regarding the application of both powdered and molten materials on a number of 
lakes and reservoirs were cited. 
The advantages of u ing a powd I' dispen l' rather than a pray, or liquid dispen er, 
have been Ii ted by Israelsen and Hansen (5) . 
1. The powder applicator i quickly and a ily attached and removed. Thi feature 
permit u e of the plane for purpo e other than evaporation control. Several hours 
are required for in tallation of the liquid di pen ing unit and assembly of neces8ary 
ground-support equipment. 
2. A lower capital inve tment i required, ince no heating, pumping, or installation are 
nece sary for the powder dispenser. 
3. Extra equipment and labor are required for melting the chemical before it can be 
u ed in the spray dispenser. 
4. When powder is u8ed the plane can be readied for flight in a few minutes time. Such 
i not the case when liquid is used. The tank, boom, and nozzles must be preheated 
to prevent clogging when the chemical i loaded. 
5. Experience ha hown that a fire hazard exi t whil the chemical is being melted 
prior to loading for pray application. On one occa ion a udden flashback of flame.;; 
fro~ the m lting tank very nearly engulfed one of th wor1unen. On another occa ion 
the high pre ure required for liquid application cau d a gauge to fail and filled 
the cockpit with vaporiz d chemical. A eriou fire ould hav re ulted and destroy-
d both the plane and the pilot. 
6. When praying, hot water'must be k pt available to rin out the equipment after 
each application. Any molten chelnical I'elnaininO' in th tank will normally be wasted 
when the equiPlnent is flu hed out. Th powder di p n l' requires no uch pecial 
care. The use of powder reduces operational co t and the alnount of material wast-
ed after an application. 
7. The u of a powder di pen er allow' th pilot to I ad hi own plan ,thu eliminat-
ing the need for extra labor and equipment rel1uir d for the preparation of molten 
chemicals for a spray dispenser. 
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Present Investigations 
The primary research problems related to the use of aerial techniques in applying 
evaporation-reducing, monolayer-forming materials to large bodies of water to retard evap-
oration are: 
1. Development of an economical and efficient unit for dispensing the evaporation re-
tardant from an airplane, 
2. Optimization of flight conditions related to the application of the monolayer-form-
ing material, 
3. Development of an efficient and economical evaporation retardant for use by aerial 
application, 
4. Development of an economical and accurate means of determing evaporation savings, 
which is necessary regardless of the method of application. 
Most of the effort at Utah State Univer ity to date has been on the development of the 
aerial dispensing unit and the techniques for optimum aerial application. The research 
carried out under the present U. S. Bureau of Reclamation contract has been cop~~rned 
with the further development of equipment f&r dispensing powdered evaporation retardants 
from an airplane and, also, continued research into the interrelationships between paramet-
ers involved in aerial application techniques. 
The development of an efficient and economical evaporation retardant is presently 
being pur ued under sponsorship of The Proctor and Gamble Company. This endeavor en-
tails two lnajor facet ' of research. First, the de "irable chemical composition of the material 
will be determined. ThiR will be a matter of determining the combination of chain lengths 
that give the best overall efficiency for aerial application. Evaporation reduction, spreading 
rate~ th width to which the material will spread, and the resistance of the film to wind dam-
age will be considered. Second, the most effi cient particle size or gradation of particle sizes 
t minimize drift 10 s due to wind will be determined. The effect that particle size may hav~ 
on efficiency .of use of material, spreading rate, and total width of spread will be taken into 
account. 
A number of sustained application tests on large bodie of water have been conducted 
in the United States by various organizations and institutions. During each of these tests, 
evaporation with and without the monolayer-forming material was evaluated. At the present 
time, three or four methods are being used in an attempt to determine the quantity of water 
evaporating from the water surface. The importance of developing more accurate and econo-
mical equipment and improved procedures for determining evaporation has been realized for 
some time. Consequently, work was initiated at Utah State University during 1963 based on 
an idea involving infrared technology. Preliminary work to date shows this method of evap-
oration measurement to be very promising. 
Field Tests 
A number of re ervoirs have been used throughout thi research effort for evaluating 
equipment development, optimization of flight conditions, and evaluation of spreading rates 
and ::;ws,tlt widths' for various chemical composition of evaporation-reducing, monolayer-
forming materials. The locations of the lake and reservoirs that have been used by Utah 
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Figure 2. Checking equipment 
over Logan-Cache Airport. 
Figure 3. Applying powdered 
alcohol on Utah Lake. 
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State Univeraity during their aerial application re earch program, which began in 1961, 
are shown in Figure 1. Flights have frequently been Inade over airport runways to check the 
equipment as illustrated in Figure 2. 
Utah Lake has been used extensively in all phases of the re earch program. Some of 
the factors that have led to the use of this particular body of water have been favorable 
wind conditions, particularly in the morning, and the vastness of the lake which haa allowed 
con iderable freedom in the extent of testinO'. Utah Lake has been used on numerous oc-
casions to check the functioning of the equipment over extensive period of time in order to 
imulate the future role to be performed by this equipment. 
A major portion of the effort in optimizing the parameter involved in aerial applica-
tion techniques has been accomplished at Utah Lake, although con iderable information haa 
been gained from aerial applications at the other reservoirs. The necessary information re-
garding the interrelationships between aircraft peed, dispensing rate, and application rates 
was obtained at Utah Lake, along with data regarding altitude of flight, particle ize~ wind, 
and water urface and air temperatures. 
Much of the work in evaluating chemical compo itions ha been accomplished at Utah 
Lake in conjunction with the evaluation of the di pensing equipment. Rather than use the same. 
monolayer-forming material throughout the period of time that the equipment was in opera-
tion, a number of different materials were used. This procedure allowed an evaluation of the 
equipment and many evaporation retardants at virtually the same cost as would have been 
required for testing the aerial equipment alone. 
Scofield Reservoir is located in east-central Utah. At the time that tests were initia-
ted, the reservoir contained approximately 20:000 acre-feet of water, a water surface area 
of 1900 acre, and a water surface elevation s1ightly under 7,600 feet. The average water 
temperature that was encountered during testing wa approximately 66 0 _67 0 F. 
Scofield Re ervoir wa used during Augu t, 1963 for application te ts in order to evalu-
ate the dispensing equipment over an extended period of time. Additional information was 
obtained regarding the effects of wind and water urface telnperatures on the application of 
evaporation retardants. Unfortunately, adverse wind condition made it unfeasible to continue 
the tests longer than a week. 
Salmon Creek Reservoir is located in Idaho, approximately 30 miles south of Twin 
Fall. Thi particular reservoir was employed primarily for rapid, ingle-day evaluations 
of the modifications being made to the dispensing equipnlent. Since the rnodification work 
was extensive, this reservoir was used frequen tly. 
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Figure 4. ,Partial monomole-
cular film on Scofield Reser-
voir. 
Figure 5. Monomolecular film 
on Salmon Creek Reservoir. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF POWDER DISPENSING UNIT 
Previous Development 
Th d v I pm nt f a powd r di pen r, a fir t pur u d during 1962 und r .. B.R. 
ntra tN . 14- 6-D-43 7(5) . At that time, n i rabl tiIll wa p nt in evaluatin the ag-
ricultural du t- pI' ad I' that are u d comm I' ially on Inall air raft. Thi I' vi w of avail-
abl quipm nt how d the n ce'" ity for dey I ping a powd r di p n r that could be u ed 
p ifically for application of evaporation-r du ina-, Iuonolayer-fonning material . The pri-
n1ary diffi ulty with pr nt agri ultural du t- pI' ad r i that appli ation rat of 20-30 Ib/ 
a r ar Inpl y d, wh rea , in a rial application f monolay r-formin material on bodie 
of wat r, ap Ii ation rat of 0.0 -0.30 lb/ acre ar r quired. 
Th fir t att mpt at d v I pin a powd r di p n r mploy d aua- I' tub in onjunc-
tion with v nturi tu with r n located in th v nturi tub t br ak up any lump in 
th yap rati n r tardant. ( igur 6 and 7.) at r th v nturi tu ·were r placed with 
wir - pok d lail f r br aking up any lump in th p ~ d I' d al h 1. ( F igure .) 
Initial Development 
'rh initial luipm nt d v lopm nt under thi ntra t (1 . .B.R. .ontract No. 14-0 -
D-4 11) i h wn jn Figure . ix-in h diame t I' au r tub mplov d. Th mall 
a~!itat I' I at d a ov th aua- r inl t wa in tall d t fa iIi tat th m v ment of the pow-
I" d al oh 1 t th auger . Th wir -"'poked flail ar atta h d at th nd of a h auO" I' tube. 
Th variabl - p d lit. h.p., 12-vdc motor i 11 wn nn t d t th variabl - p d tran -
InI Ion. th th m t rand tran Ini ion ar b It d t an alulninuIll plat . Th aluminulu 
plat i atta h d t th und I' id of th fu laO" f th air raft ju t ah ad of th au r tube . 
Th di p n r Ian i bolt d t th hopp I' flana- , whi h i al 1 at d und r th fu elage of 
th airplan. Fio-ur 2 how th aircraft ch kina-- ut thi parti ulaI" powder di pen ing 
unit ver· th Lo an- ache Airport. 
Figure 6. Motor-driven auger 
dispenser with single venturi 
outlet. 
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Figure 7. Auger powder dis-
penser with variable-speed 
motor and double venturi out-
lets. 
Figure 8. Wire-spoked flails 
are added to auger powder 
dispenser with variable-speed 
motor. 
Utah Lake Tests 
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Figure 9. Initial equipment de-
velopment under present U.-
S.B.R. contract. 
The di n ing unit illu trat d in Fi Ul' 9, a ' u ' d at tah Lak for a nUlnber of 
day in I'd r to valuat it p rf nnan . Th , primar. diffi ult n ount r d wa that the 
yap ration r tardant wa di pen d om what rrati all. with 0 a ional bur, t of mat rial 
frOlll th aug r tub outl ts at oni tiIne, an no I at rial at all at oth r time . 
Other probl m n ountered during testing at thi tim w r bridging in th hopper, 
, hi h wa du to th ti kin of th Blat rial a a r ult f th high t Inp ratur ,and some 
lump of mat rial '\ r found n th \ at r tufa whi hint d ut that the wire- poked 
flail w r not br aking up all f th lump . 
of p v d r d al ohol from th di pensing unit, 
aIr oop w r pIa d n th f rward id of tll au r tub and imm diately in front of 
th au r tub outI t . 'rh air oop would all '\ an air tr am t pa through the end of 
a h auO' r tub . It i hId that th air tr alli woul aid in di har inO' the material from 
th di p ninO' unit a ra idly a th augers carri th mat rial t th auO' r tube outlets. 
Scofield Reservoir Tests 
Performance. T t ndu ted at ofi ld R rvou In ugu t 1963. The mo t 
h art ninO' r ult 0 O'ram wa th p rf rman f th a rial di p n in quip-
m nt. Th quipln nt wa a abl of di pen ing th wd I' d al h 1 fr m the airplan at a 
uniform rat throu 'h ut ntire t ting peri d. Thi t - tll m t ati factory per-
fonnan of th qUipIll nt to date. 
One it In f un ati fa t ry p rformanc wa tll ' of Inat rial aft I' th auger had 
,topp d. Th Inat rial ontinu d to flow out of th di p n r for approximat ly two t ten 
ond a t I' th au r had topp d rotatin N ormall. th flow ontinu d for two to three 
nd but, wh n th hopp I' wa In t. or v r n arly Inpty, th flow ntinu d until all 
f th Inat rial in th auger tub wa I' m ved. T~ lnat rial wa 1 t becau e the air pa sing 
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through the end of the auger tubing au ed a va UU111 n ar the end of th auger flighting, and 
material along the auger flighting was pulled into the air tream and discharged into the 
atmosphere. 
Again, a previously disclo ed at Utah Lake, lump of powd r d alcohol were found on 
th re ervoir water urface. Thi evidence pointed out the n ce ity for improvment in I!later-
ial handling or in methods of breaking up any 1 ump that occurred in the material. 
Proposed modifications. Although performan e of the di pen ing equipment were 
adequate, additional modifications were propo ed which would improve perfonTIance, dura-
bility, and afety, and reduce weight and coat. The modification which were proposed as a 
result of the te ting program at Scofield Reservoir have been Ii ted below: 
1. Change the present sprocket drive to gear drive. A gear drive will out-perform a 
sprocket drive under extended field operations. 
2. Rai e the auger tube by placing the top of the tube again t the di pen er flange. In 
this way the wire- poked wheels will al.::lo be rai ed, increa ing the safety of landings 
on rough surfaces. 
3. Decrea e the diameter of the auger tube. The tub diam ter of 6 inches wa con ider-
ed larger than neces ary. Weight and co t of the di pen ing unit would be reduced 
and drag on the plane would be leasened. 
4. Increa e the length of the auger tube. The wire-sp ked wh el would be moved 
farther away from the fuselage of the plane. 
5. Raise the wire-spoked wheel 2 to 3 inches. The chance of damage to the wheels 
during landings on rough surfaces will be Ie ened. 
6. Place brake that can be operated from the cockpit on the wire- poked wheels. If, 
during flight, a malfunction of the propell rand wire- poked wheel unit hould occur, 
vibration of the plane would result. The brake would halt the operation of thi unit. 
7. Raise the outlet opening which are locat d at each end of the auger tube. If the 
wire-spoked wheels are rai ed the outlet openings should al 0 be raised. 
8. Place rearview mirror in the cockpit in order that the pilot may ob erve the 
monolayer-forming material as it is being di pen ed from the plane. 
9. Place an agitator in ide the hopper to prevent bridging of the material. An agitator 
is nece ary to handle monolayer-forming material which ar ticky and lumpy 
because of improper handling. 
New Powder Dispensing Unit 
The lumps of powdered alcohol on the wat r ~urface encount red at tah Lake and 
cofield Re ervoir empha ized the n ity for additional 1TIodificati n to eliminate this 
problem. A deci ion wa made to att mpt the u of teel-wire bru he to replace the wire-
poked flail . Thi modification wa incorpora t d into the propo d m dification re ulting 
from the Scofield R rvoir t . Exten iv d v 10p1n nt work wa accompli hed during 
the fall of 1963 . and early part of 1964. 
The modification prop d a a r uH f th ofield R ervoir te t , along with 
u ing teel-wire bru hes in tead of wire- poked flail, would mat rially decrea e the time 
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Figure 10. Forward view of 
new powder dispensing unit. 
Figure 11. Rear view of new 
powder dispensing unit. 
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cable 
Figure 13. Details of steel-wire bru6h assembly. 
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required to convert the aircraft frOln crop-dusting to aerial application of evaporation re-
tardants. 
Auger tubes. The diameter of the auger tubes was reduced from six to four inches. 
J n addition, each tube wa lengthened by six inches. Lengthening of the auger tubes has 
made it pos ible for the pilot to ob erve the monolaver-forming material as it is being dispen-
ed from the aircraft without having to resort to rearview mirror. Also, the tubes were 
raised to the point where the top of the auger tubes nearly butts up against the di pensing 
flange. 
Gear and sprocket drive. The drive from the 14 -h.p., 12-vdc motor to the gear 
reductor i a sprocket drive. (See Figure 15.) The sprocket drive was retained between the 
motor and gear reductor in order to facilitate changing peed of rotation of the augers and 
thu control the di pen sing rate. The dispensing rate can be changed quite readily by chang-
ing the procket on the motor or the gear reductor, or both. A gear drive (See Figure 16) 
has been employed between the gear reductor and the auger shaft. 
Steel-wire brushes. Steel-wire brushes have been incorporated into the present dis-
pen ing unit and have replaced the wire-spoked flail which were previously used. (See Fig-
ure 17.) The steel-wire bru::shes rotate on a shaft which is operated by the propeller located 
in front of, and at the end of each auger tube. The bru hes are 0 located that the evaporation 
retardant i di pen ed at the end of each auger tube and perpendicular to the direction of 
flight. The action of the ·brushes causes any lump to be lowly broken down by the action 
of the air tream entering the air scoop causing any lump to be bounced against the steel-
wire brushe . If a large amount of the material in the hopper i lumpy, the end of the auger 
tubes will become choked with the lumps which will prevent further di pensing of the ma-
terial. In orne re pect this clogging is desirable ince it will prevent the dispen ing of 
material which ha not been handled properly and would be quite ineffective a.:; an evapora-
tion retardant. 
Figure IS. Sprocket drive be-
tween motor and gear reduc-
tor. 
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Fiqure 16. Sprocket drive and 
gear drive. 
Propeller brakes. A a afety measure, brake have be n plac d on ach f the pro-
p 11 r 1 at d at th nd of the au er tubes and al on th prop 11 r whi h turn the agi-
tat r h pp r . Th brak ar operat d from th kit, th I' b. all wing th pilot to keep 
th propeller from I' tating until th yare need d durin th di p n ing of the ev~poration­
reducin rna terial~. 
Figure 17. Steel-wire brush on 
left side of new powder dis-
pensing unit. 
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Agitator. An aD"itator ha b n plac d in id th hopp I' to help prevent bridging 
of th luat rial and to fa ilitat th f ding of th In at rial to th auger. Bridging ome-
tim " cur wh nair t n1p ratur are hiD" hand th Inat rial b omes sticky and lumps 
ar f01'111 d. Th haft of th a itator i rotated by th a tion of th propeller located on the 
left ide of th fu lag above the di p n. in unit. ( FiD"ur 1 and 19.) A right-angle 
drive tran mit the pow l' frOlTI the propeller haft to th agitator haft. A built-in afety 
devi e ha b n incorporat d 0 that if the agi tator haft hould hav a high torqu applied 
to it, the haft will uncouple, thu preventing s riou daInage to the aircraft. 
Figure 18. Brakes, operated by 
cables, have been installed 
on the agitator propeller (up-
per) and steel-wire brush pro-
peller (lower). 
Figure 19. Agitator propeller, 
gear box, and shaft. 
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Hopper. h P r with a capacity of a hundr d pound of wd red 
al ohol ha b n in tall d in th Pip r up r u r p rt d r viou 1) ( ), an air 0 p 
1 at d on th h pp r lid and dir t d f rward in th dir tion f fli ht ( FiO'ul' , 22) ha 
b n fund n ar .. 'rh air p partially pr uriz th h pp rand thu aid in f eding 
th lllat rial to th aug r . diffi ulty ha n n unt r d \l ith bridging f th mater-
ial in th hopp r th agitat r ha b n in tall d in th h pp r along with hair op on the 
h p r lid. Th hop r ha al b · n lin d wit h 2-1nil t fl n tap thu providinO' a very 
th urface in id the hopp r. 
Figure 20. View inside hopper 
showing agitator with augers 
in background. 
Figure 21. Hopper is located 
immediately behind pilot's 
seat. 
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Figure 22. Air scoop is located 
on hopper lid. 
Figure 23. Loading hopper with 
powdered alcohol. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF AERIAL APPLICATION PARAMETERS 
The testing programs conducted at variou lakes and reservoirs have provided infor-
mation regarding many of the parameters involved in developing aerial techniques for ap-
plying evaporation-reducing, monolayer-forming materials to large bodies of water. The in-
formation gleaned from these tests has provided the ba is for a number of recommendations 
concerning aerial application techniques. 
Wind, Altitude and Application Rate 
As a result of the analysis of quantative and qualitative data derived from the various 
te ting programs, certain guide lines have been developed for the aerial application of pow-
dered alcohol having an average particle diameter of 100 Inicrons. 
An application rate of 0.15 lb/acre is recommend d wh n very calm wind conditions 
exi t and for the patching of uncovered areas on a water urface after an initial heavy do ing, 
during a su tained application. An application rate b twe n 0.20 lb/ acre and 0.25Ib/ acre is the 
optimum range for placing a monon101 cular film on an uncovered body of water. I f the wind 
peed hould become gr ater than 8 mph, it i then advi able to u e an application rate of 
0.30 lb/ acre. 
It is recommended that the altitude of flight be vari d a follow : 
a . Calm wind ondition . An altitude of flight of 150 feet should be u d for wind 
peed less than 3 mph. 
b. Moderate wind conditions. If the wnd p ed i between 3 Inph and 7 mph, an al-
titude of fli ht of 100 feet hould be u ed. 
T urbul nt wind condition. For wind p d abov 7 nlph, the plane hould be 
lown at an altitude Ie than 100 fe t. The d gr of air turbulenc will govern 
the choice of altitude for safe flying. 
Aircraft Speed and Dispensing Rate 
The dispensing rate is defined as the rate at \vhi h th evaporation retardant i moved 
b~ the auger to the aug r tube outlets and will be expr d in lb/ minute. The dispens-
inO" rate can be varied by changing the procket on the 1,4 -h.p., 12-vdc motor and gear reduc-
tor. For any particular type of aircraft, the ground spe d can be varied over certain limits. 
Utilization of the variou combination of prockets in conjun tion with allowable changes 
in ground speed pennits a wide latitude in discharge rates that can be Inployed. 
The relationships between aircraft ground speed, wath width, rate of coveraO"e, appli-
cation rate, and dispen ing rate are plotted in Figure 26. The r econunendations I' garding 
wind, altitude of flight, and application rate in the previou ection can be followed in arriv-
ing at a desirable application rate. If data are not available for d termining swath widths 
at the particular body of water in mind, then a wath width of 500 feet can be used. An esti-
mate of 500 feet hould be conservative except under cold water condition . With a knowledO"e 
of the de ired application rate and pos ible swath width it i po ible to determine the set 
of sprockets to be utilized for a particular dispen ing rate and the required aircraft ground 
~peed. 
Particle Size 
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Figure 24. Test strips at Utah 
Lake. 
Figure 25. Effect of wind on 
placing test strips. 
Evaporati n-reducing, monolayer-forminO' Inat rial have be n t ted which hav an ave-
raO'e particle ize ran inO' from 50' micron to 3 a micron . Evidenc ha be n pI' nt d by 
pI' viou re arch I' to indicate that the mall r parti 1 iz will pI' ad fa ~ter for any 
particular rnat rial. Generally, during aerial aI pli ation te t, a particular material ha 
.'pr ad fa t I' for the Inaller particl izes. DurinO' the cofield Re rvoir te t , an evapora-
tion retardant havinO' an averaO' particle iz of appr ximat ly 100 mi I' n wa u ed. The 
t ,t cl arly how d that om of th material aft r being di harg d from the aircraft, 
would almo t "hanO''' in the air and lowly drift a\ a. Inu h lik a Iud. Ob rvation of the 
drift 10 and a knowledO'e f th parti Ie iz gradation of th Blat rial u d ha led to 
th hyp th i.' that th drift d mat rial con i t d of particl 'iz ' I than 5 micron. 
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The ob ervation were made during nearly cahll wind ondition. Since Inea.,Ul'eluents were 
not po ible, it i quite probable that the maximum particle ize of the drifted material was 
lnuch I than 50 micron, ay 30 or 40 micron . The re ult of the Scofield Re ervoir te ts 
pointed out the necessity for using evaporation retardants with particle sizes greater than 
50 microns if drift loss is to be minimized. 
Evaluation of Evaporation Retardants 
An effort has been made to determine the suitability of variou chemical compositions 
and particle size gradations for aerial application. As mentioned previously, the evaluation 
of variou., chemical compositions was accomplished at Utah Lake in conjunction with the 
valuation of the dispensing equiPluent. A vari ty of materials of different chemical composi-
ti n wa obtained from a number of sources . The materials were mixed in a number of 
cOlnbination to arrive at the de sir d chemi al ompo ition . 1fuch of the nlat rial wa 
o-round to powder in a lnicro-pulverizing rna hine at the niv r ity ' Riv I' Labora-
tory. The chemical compo ition of the material te ted at tah Lake are Ii t d in Table 2. 
The results fronl te ting the various ch lnical ompo ition were very UrprISIng in 
that the Ion O'er hain lenO'th , C20 and C2 !U PI' ad v r, w ll. The preading rate of the longer 
hain I ngth wa low but th total width of pread wa v ry ati factory. Ba d on the 
I' uIt of th e t t, and takinO' into account luanufa turinO' techniques, it i felt that an 
,vaporation I' tardant ontaining between 20 p rc nt and 40 percent of C20 and/or C22 
Table 1. Chemical compositions of materials tested on Utah Lake. 
Chemical Composition Chemical Composition Chemical Composition 
of Powdered of Powdered of Powdered 
No. Evaporation Retardant No. Evaporation Retardant No. Evaporation Retardant 
1 C 16 - 35 % 6 C 16 - 25 % 11 C 16 - 15 % 
C 18 - 65 % C 18 - 46.4% C 18 - 27.8% 
C 20 - 28.6% C 20 - 57.2% 
2 C 14 - 2 % 7 C 14- 1.3% 12 C 16 - 15 % 
C 16 - 30 % C 16 - 20 % C 18 - 27.80/0 
C 18 - 60 % C 18 - 40 % c 20 - 57.2% 
C 20 - 8 % c 20 - 38.7% 
3 C 14 - 1 % 8 C 16 - 20 % 13 C 20 - 95 % 
C 16 - 26 % C 18 - 37.1% (commercIally pure) 
C 18 - 73 % C 20 - 42.9% 
4 C 14 - 1.7% 9 C 16 - 20 % 14 C 22 - 95 % 
C 16 - 25 % C 18 - 37.10/0 (commerClally pure) 
C 18 - 50 0/0 C 22 - 42.9% 
C 20 - 23.3% 
5 C 16 - 25 % 10 C 14 - 1 % 
C 18 - 46.4% C 16 - 15 % 
C 20 - 28.6% C 18 - 30 % 
C 20 - 54 % 
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would be desirable for aerial application. The longer chain length , of course, have the 
advantage of being more effective in retarding evaporation. 
Additional re earch is required in order to determin a balance between the added 
eff ctiven s of an evaporation retardant due to the longer chain lengths, co t of materials, 
durability of monomolecular film containing Ion O'er hain lenO'th , and if more or Ie s ma-
terial i required to maintain a film using the longer chain lengths. 
Indications, at present, point toward the use of longer chain lengths for aerial appli-
cation with a re ultant increase in evaporation aving. In addition, it i felt that the added 
co t of including the longer chain length will be verv light and the possibility is that the 
cost will not be increa ed at all. This as umption i~ ba ed on per onal communications with 
representatives of The Proctor and Gamble COlupany. 
Quantity of Material 
Fitzgerald and Vines (2) have reported on the effect of wind on the amount of ma-
terial required to maintain a monomolecular film. Again, their work has been with cetyl 
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alcohol. Mea urements were Hlade which disclo 'ed that 150 pounds of cetyl alcohol were re-
quired per day for an area of one quare mile with winds of 7112 mph. For winds of 12112 mph, 
6~0 lb/ day for a one- quare-lnile ar a were required. Pr viou ly, Vine (6) had e timated 
that 15 pounds. of material per day would be r qui red in the ab ence of wind to maintain a 
film on a water urface area of one quare mile. Thi information has been plotted in Figure 
27 (2) . 
Possible Evaporation Savings 
The difficulty in evaluating the co t per a re-f t of water aved on any re ervoir i 
in d termining the amount of water that is sav d. Exten ive in trumentation and calibration 
procedure are required in order to a certain with any rea onable degr e of accuracy the 
amount of water that i evaporating during th period of time that a m nomolecular film 
i pre .. ent and the amount of water that would hay vaporated if the film were n t present. 
Fitzgerald and"' ines (2) have made orne general tatement re arding evaporation 
aving . The tatement are the re uIt of thr year f study whereby cetyl alcohol wa 
applied by mean of a Robert on grinder located in a boat to a number of re ervoir in Au -
tralia. The water urface area of the e re ervoir wa 1,000 acre r less. 
(A) Saving of 40 percent, or more, can be expected with wind up to approximately 
5 mph. 
(B) Saving of 10 to 20 percent can b expected with winds up to approximately 10 
mph - though occasionally the savings may be omewhat les , depending upon 
prevailing conditions. 
( ) With wind per i tently in excess of 15 mph, the avings approach zero. 
Water Surface Area 
A number of Inethod have been devel pdf r applying Inonolay r-forming mater-
ial to water urfaces. The methods developed in lude stationary drip-type dispen r, di -
pen ers mounted on rafts, wind-controlled autolnatic di pen er , arid boat-mounted liquid and 
powder di p nsers. Although the e methods have prov d quite uccessful for u e on small 
lak and re rvoir, they are quite inefficient for COy ring lar bodie of water. 
Wind i the rate t detriment to maintaining a lTIOnOlTIol cular film on a water sur-
fa . A an xample, winds in exce of 10 mph are lik ly to compl tel. remove th film coy r 
from a wat r . urfa ar a of 2,000 acre in a f w hour . A th wat r urface ar a increa 
O'reater p riod of tim are required to completely r move the film cover for any particular 
wind p ed. on quently, the evaporation a Yin per unit ar a can b xpected to increase 
\, ith the ize of reservoir. 
An index of th degree of evap ration aving that can b xpe t d i th amount of 
fihn coy ra maintain d on a parti ular bod, f \ at r. 1'h anlOunt of film ov rag i 
onl)' a qualiti , rath r than a quantitativ ind x of vaporation aving. nder imilar met-
eoroloO'ical and limatological onditi neva p ration .. aving' frOlTI a wat r urfa e where-
h. a 0 p r nt filnl v raO' i maintained an be xp cted to b twi e the evaporation 
avinO' wh n only a 25 percent film ov rage i maintain d. 
Th r lation hip betw n wat r urfae ar a wind p d, and film cOY rage are 
depict d in Figur 2. ~1an implifing a ulTIption had to he llIad in order to arrive at 
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the e relation hip . For the method of analy i employed, the length of reservoir in the 
direction of the prevailing winds, rather than water surface area, is the pertinent parameter. 
The relationships have been developed assuming that an application is made once each day 
which re ult in 100 percent coverage. Immediately after complete coverage has been obtain-
ed, the average daily wind acts upon the film cau ing the film to retract from the water sur-
face , The analysis has been made assuming that the film retract at a speed of 113 of the ave-
rage daily wind speed. Fitzgerald and Vines (2), and also Meinke and Waldrip (7), have 
reported a ratio of film velocity to wind velocity of 1/30. Average daily wind speeds of 4 
rnph and 6 mph may very likely contain wind during orne portion of the day in exce8S of 
15 mph, which would completely disrupt the film and thereby make it ineffective in retarding 
evaporation during this time period. Computation of the average daily film coverage has not 
taken into consideration the effect of wind variations throughout the day. Also, the degree of 
film recovery which rnav occur on any body of water ha not been taken into consideration. 
Film recoveries of nearly 100 percent of the uncovered area have been . reported by Fitzger-
ald and Vines (2) for reservoirs in Australia during caln1 conditions following periods of 
moderate winds. F ilm recovery would conceivably materially increase the degree of film 
coverage. 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
Economic Factors 
Recommendation and guidelines regarding flight conditions during aerial application 
have b~en Ii ted under" Optimization of Aerial Application Parameters." These guidelines 
how the interrelation hip between aircraft ground. peed, dispensing rate, swath width, ap-
plication rate, and coverage. ( ee Figure 26.) Also, re"ommendations regarding application 
rate and altitude of flight for variou wind conditions have been listed. The effect of wind on 
quantity of material required and evaporation reduction hai' been described. 
Type of aircraft. The aircraft presently being u ed is a Piper Super Cub, which has 
a flying speed of approximately 90 mph and a hopper capacity of 500 pounds of material. 
Flying at a . peed of 90 mph, assuming a swath width of 500 feet, a coverage rate of 90 acres/ 
111inute will re ult. An application rate of 0.20 lh/ acre u ed in conjunction with a hopper capa-
citv of 500 pound will allow the aircraft to cover 2,500 acre per load. Thus, the aircraft can 
di p n e a load of powdered alcohol in approximately one-half hour. Allowing another half 
hour for ferrying flying tim~ (assuming the air trip i adjacent to the reser,voir) and loading 
of the hopper, an hour would be required for each round trip. The flying time between each 
loading of the hopp 1', excluding the time in which the material is actually being dispensed, is 
the ferrying flying time per trip. If the aircraft could fly ix trips a day, a coverage of 
15,000 acres would be provided. 
The u e of aircraft larger than the Pipe I' Super Cub will probably be economical for 
a rial application of evaporation retardants to very large water surfaces. A number of the 
xi. ting agricultural aircraft could be adapted for this purpose. Agricultural aircraft have 
flying speeds of 90 to 160 mph and hopper capacities of 500 to 2,000 pounds. For example, 
an aircraft capable of flying at a speed of 160 mph and having a hopper capacitv of 2,000 
pounds could be u ed. Thus, the rate of coverage, for a swath width of 500 feet, would be 160 
acres/ min. The coverage for a 2,000-pound hopper capacity using an application rate of 0.20 
lb/acre would be 10,000 acres/trip. The aircraft could dispense a load of material in approxi-
mat lyon hour. Such an aircraft, under ideal weather conditions would be able to make 
approximately 5 trip per day which would provide a coverage of 50,000 acres/day. Thus, this 
particular. aircraft would be able to cover approximately 3 times the area covered by the 
Piper Super Cub in the ~ame time period. Other agricultural aircraft would have capabili-
ties intermediate between the two aircraft already described. 
As thi research program progresses, the economics of utilizing various aircraft 
hould be investigated. The modifications required for such aircraft would be somewhat 
imilar to the modifications required for the Piper Super Cub. The cost of modifying any of 
the uitable aircraft i very mall when compared with the cost .of long term sustained ap-
plication tests. 
Cost of flying time. Presently, the co~t of flying the Piper Super Cub is $20 an hour 
when flving from the ba e tation of the aircraft to the loading point in the vicinity of the 
b dy of wat I' under tudy. The flying co t aft I' loading ha begun is $40 an hour. This cost 
rat would probably range between $30 and $40 for application on large re ervoirs. The use 
of aircraft lar er than the Pip I' Super Cub will mean that the flying co t rate will be con-
id rably higher, but uch aircraft would be e onomicall ~ fea ibl on very large re ervoirs 
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hecau. e of the higher rate of coverag which would allow a ingle aircraft to cover a very 
large area in a ingle day. For the very large re ervoir , a decision would have to b made 
whether to use a nUlnber of lnall plane or alar r aircraft. Long-term, ustained applica-
tion te t u ing an airplane, have not yet been lllade. Con equ ntly, it i~ difficult to tate 
with any degr e of urety how much present flying co t might be reduced. Flying costs 
hould be reduc d con iderable when applicati n are bing lnad over extended periods of 
tilne becau e of the con tant use of the air raft. 
Wind. The greatest . ingle factor affectiner the lnaintenance of a monomolecular film 
on a wat r urface i wind. The wind will eith r blow the film cover onto the shore .or in 
wind of about 15 mph will completely disrupt the film. The wind affects greatly the quan-
tity of mat rial required to maintain a film on the, ater urface and also affects consider-
abl. th degr e of evaporation reduction that takes place. 
. Evaporation savings. Evaporation red.uction b tween 10 and 40 percent (2) have 
b en obtain d in field te t in the pa t. The re arch pr ently und rway at tah State Uni-
vet ity, involving the longer chain lengths, C 2l) and 22' hould PI' vide larger evaporation 
aving than ar pI' ntly being obtained by a ombination of cetyl and tearyl alcohol 
( t 6 and C t 8) . 
Cost of material. The 0 t of the powder d alcohol will b affected by the chemical 
on1po ition d ir d, the parti I - ~iz erradation mployed, and the quantity of material 
u ed. Th de. ir d hemical COlnpo ition and pa l'ti I - iz erradation will affec.t the manufac-
turiner techniqu to be employed in preparing the lnat rial. tilization of a number of chain 
] ngth hould allow for minimizing the cost of the material. Different manufacturing tech-
nique ar required for obtaining various particl - ige gradation . Con equently, a proper 
valuation mu t be made between particle- . iz radation and manufacturing techniques 
in order to dev lop the most economical material. A with mo t ommoditi s, the greater the 
quantity of material b ino- purcha ed the lower the unit c t of the material. The pre ent 
utlook indi .at , that the co t of the material will b approxilnat 1. 20 to 25 cent a pound. 
As vaporation reduction operation. become wide pread and are used on a commercial basis, 
the co~t of the material might very well be reduced helow the e figure . 
Hypothetical Example 
A few hypothetical example will illu trate the effect of water urface and percent-
ag of evaporation reduction on the cost per acr -foot of water av d when applyiner evapor-
ation-reducing, rnonolayer-forming materials by nl an f an airplan . Many iInplifyin as-
mnption are nary in order to arrive at co t fierure . The thr e water urface areas to 
bud a hypoth tical exampl are illustrated in Figur 36. In each ca 'e, the length of the 
ar a i twice it width. Prevailing wind direction was a umed to be over the lenerth of each 
area. 
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Part 1. A surface area, at th time of application, of 50,000 acre is a sumed. E tim-
at of the nlOnthly evaporation are a;:, follows : 
May 5.8 inches 
June 
July 
August 
September 
7.0 inches 
7.6 inches 
6.7 inches 
4.9 inches 
The co t of applying the powdered alcohol is e timated to be $35 p r hour during application 
and ferryino- flying tiln . The peed of the aircraft i approximately 90 mph. The capacity 
of the hopp r i e. timated to be 500 pound . A TI1aterial cost of $0.22 per pound b assumed. 
Th aircraft will be 10 ated at a mall prepa red air. trip in the vicinity of the reservoir. 
The di tance from the airstrip to the center of the re ervoir i 8 miles. 
Th application rate to be u ed is 0.20 Ib/ a reo Application during 26 day of each 
month will be a urn d. Application will beo-in ~1a 1 and continu through September 30. 
Av rage daily winds of 6 mph will be a umed throughout the application period. The res-
rvoir will be a urned to require con1pl te daily ov rag throu hout the fir t month. There-
aft r, the average daily wind of 6 mph will b a urn d to retract the film at a speed of 6/ 30 
mph. Thu in 24 hour. , a leno-th of 4.8 Iniles, whi h i an area of 19,250 acres (4.8 miles x 6.26 
Inile x 640 acr p r quare mile), will be uncov r d. on equ ntly, it will be a umed that 
a daily coveracr .of 20,000 acre will be requir d b ginning June 1. 
Figur 29 to 35 have be n pI' pared to facilitat th rapid calculation of application 
co t , and vaporation avings. To illustrate the u e of the e graph , the cOlnputations for the 
m nth of ~1ay are de cribed below. In addition the computation~ for the month of May have 
been shown on th graphs by mean of arrow which depict the equence of the graphical 
analy is. 
Enter Figure 29, (a) with an application rate of 0.20 lb/ acre, (b) proceed to a hopper 
capacity 500 pound, (c) read th coverage a 2,5 0 a r per trip, (d) proceed to a water 
urface ar a of 50,000 acre , and (e) read the n ll1nb I' of trip per application as 20 (which 
\\7ill require 2 or 3 aircraft, "ay 2 aircraft) . 
Enter Figur 30, (a) with the di tance frorn 10adinO' point to centerline of water 
urfac of mil ,(b) proceed to 10 trips pe r application p r airc.raft, (c) read the ferrying 
flyin di . tanc a 160 mil per application per air raft (d) proc d to air raft ground peed 
of 90 mph, and ( ) read the ferrying flying time a 1.8 hour per application per aircraft, 
and a total flyino- tirn of 3.6 hour '" per application. 
Enter FiO'ur 31, (a) \~ith an aircraft gr und peed of 90 rrlph, (b) proceed to a wath 
width of 500 f t, ( ) I' ad the rat of coveraO' a 90 acre per minute, (d) proc ed to a 
\ at l' •. u1'face ar a of 50,000 acres, and (e) read the appli ation fl. ing time a 9.3 hours per 
application. 
Enter Figure 32, (a) with a total flying tim per application of 12.9 hours (3.6 + 9.3 ) , 
(b) proceed t a fl. ing co t of $35 p r hour, (c) read th flying co t for each application at 
$450, (d) proc ed to 26 application per month, and ( ) read the flying co t per month a 
$11,700. 
Ent I' Figure 33, (a) with an application rate of 0.20 pound per acre, (b) proceed to 
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a ,vater urface area of 50,000 acres, (c) read the quantity of material as 10,000 pounds per 
application, (d) proceed to a material cost of 22 cents per pound, (e) read the material cost 
per application as $2,200, (f) proceed to 26 applications per month, and (g) read the material 
cost as $57,000. 
The above figures apply to the month of May. During the lnonths of June, July, Aug-
u t, and September only 20,000 acres will require n1aterial during each application. If the 
procedure de cribed for the month of May is followed, (a) the number of trips per applica-
tion i 8, (b) the ferrying flying time is 1.4 hours per application, (c) the application flying 
tilne is 3.7 hours per application, (d) the monthly flying cost is $4,600, and (e) the monthly 
material cost is $22,900. 
The costs of saving the water for various assumed percentages of evaporation' reduc-
tion have been evaluated in Table 2. 
Table 2. Example of water savings costs for 50,000 acre reservoir. 
Month Application 10% savings 20% savings 30% savinqs 40% savings 
Costs. Savings. Cost Savings. Cost Savings. Cost Savings. Cost 
dollars ac - ft S/aJ. ac - ft S/aJ. ac - ft S/aJ. ac - ft S/aJ. 
May 68,700 2.460 28.00 4,920 14.00 7,380 9.40 9,840 7.00 
June 27,500 2,920 9.40 5,840 4.70 8,760 3.10 11.680 2.40 
July 27,500 3,160 8.70 6,320 4.40 9,480 2.90 12,640 2.20 
Aug. 27,500 2,800 9.80 5,600 4.90 8.400 3.30 11.200 2.50 
Sept. 27,500 2,040 13.50 4,080 6.80 6,120 4.50 8,160 3.40 
Totals 178,700 13,380 13.40 26,760 6.70 40,140 4.40 53,520 3.40 
Assumptions: 
1. Speed of aircraft is 90 mph, hopper capacity is 500 pounds, flying cost is $35 per 
hour, and distance from airstrip to center of. reservoir is 8 miles. 
2. Application rate is 0.20 lb/acre and 26 applications are made each month. 
3. Entire 50,000 acres covered during each application in the first month. 
4. Average daily winds of 6 mph result in an average film retraction speed of 0.2 
mph, which requires that 20,000 acres be covered during each application beginning 
June 1. 
5. The cost of the evaporation-reducing material is $0.22 per pound. 
6. The effect of wind variations throughout the day, and also film recovery have not 
been taken into account. 
Part 2. The conditions are the same a~ those for the previous reservoir except that 
the reservoir urface area is 5,000 acres; the di tanc,e from loading point to center of water 
surface is 5 nliles; flying cost is $40 an hour; and the co~t of material is $0.24 per pound. 
The average daily wind. of 6 mph will result in an average film retraction speed of 
0.2 lllph which will denude the reservoir for a length of 4.8 mile in 24 hours. Si.nce the length 
of thi reservoir is Ie thana 4.8 miles (See Figure 36), the en tire reservoir will have to be 
covered during each application. 
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The graphical solution for each month shows (a) the number of trips per application is 
2, (b) the ferrying flying time is 0.3 hour per application, (c) the application flying time 
is 0.9 hour per application, (d) the monthly flying cost is $1,300, and (e) the monthly mater-
ial cost is $2,600. 
The cost of saving the water for variou8 assumed percentages of evaporation reduction 
has been evaluated in Table 3. 
Table 3 .. Example of water savings costs for 5.000 acre reservoir. 
Month Application 10% savings 20% savings 30% savings 40% savings 
Costs. Savings. Cost Savings. Cost Savings. Cost Savings. Cost 
dollars ac - ft $/ a.f. ac - ft $/aJ. ac - ft $/ aJ. ac - ft $/ aJ. 
May 7.500 250 30.00 490 15.30 740 10.10 980 7.70 
June 7.500 290 25.90 580 13.00 880 8.50 1.170 6.40 
July 7.500 320 23.40 640 11.70 950 7.90 1.270 5.90 
Aug. 7.500 280 26.80 560 13.40 840 8.90 1.120 6.70 
Sept. 7.500 200 37.50 410 18.30 610 12.30 820 9.20 
Totals 37.500 1.340 28.00 2.680 14.00 4.020 9.30 5.360 7.00 
Assumptions : 
1. peed of aircraft is 90 mph, hopper capacity i 500 pounds, flying co t i $40 per 
hour, and di tance from airstrip to center of reservoir i 5 miles. 
2. Application rate is 0.20 lb/acre and 26 application '"' are made each month. 
3. Entire 5,000 acres is covered during each application. 
4. The cost of the evaporation-reducin (T material is $0.24 per pound. 
5. The effects of wind variations throughout the day, and al 0 film recoverv, have not 
been taken into account. 
Part 3. The conditions are the same a. tho e· for the previou reservoir except that 
th water u~face area is 2,500 acres; the distance from the loading point to center of water 
~ urfac i 4 mile ; flying co t is $40 per hour · and the co" t of material is $0.25 per pound a 
was the ca e for the 5,000 acre reservoir, the en tire reservoir will have to be covered during 
each application. 
The graphical solution for each month shows (a) the number of trips per application 
j 1, (b) the ferrying flying time is 0.1 hour per application, (c) the application flying tilne is 
0.5 hour per application, (d) the monthly flying co·t is $650, and (e) the monthly material 
co t is $3250. 
The cost of aving the water for various a sumed percentage of evaporation reduction 
ha been evaluated in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Example of water savings costs for 2.500 acre reservoir. 
Month Application 10% savings 20% savings 30% savinqs 40% savings 
Costs. Savings, Cost Savinqs. Cost Savings, Cost Savings. Cost 
dollars ac - ft $/ a.f. ac - ft $/ a.f. ac - ft $/a.f. ac - ft $/ a.f. 
May 3.900 120 32.50 250 15.60 370 10.60 490 8.00 
June 3.900 150 26.00 290 13.50 440 8.90 580 6.70 
July 3.900 160 24.40 320 12.20 480 8.10 640 6.10 
Aug. 3.900 140 27.90 280 14.00 420 9.30 560 7.00 
Sept. 3.900 100 39.00 200 19.50 300 13.00 410 9.50 
Totals 19.500 670 2910 1.340 14.60 2.010 9.70 2.680 7.30 
Assumptions: 
1. Speed of aircraft is 90 mph, hopper capacity i 500 pound , flying co t i $40 per 
hour, and di tance from airstrip to center of re ervoir i 4 miles. 
2. Application rate is 0.20 lb/acre and 26 applications are made each month. 
3. Entire 2,500 acres is covered during each application. 
4. The co t of the evaporation-reducing material i $0.25 per pound. 
5. The effect of wind variations throughout th day, and al 0 film recovery, have not 
been taken into account. 
Comparisons. The relative costs of water aVlng betwe n the three re ervoir can be 
determined only by a ,::,uming imilar meteoroloo-ical and climatolo ical conditions at the three 
,jte and u ing the average percent of film coveraO'e a an index of evaporation avings. 
N orn1all. , it cannot be a sUlned that large water urfac s will have the same meteorological 
and climatological condition a much smaller water urface. The percentaO'es of film cov-
rag for the thre re ervoir can be obtained from Fi,o'ure 28. An average daily wind peed of 
6 mph ha been u ed in these examples, and uch an av rag wind peed usually cOI).tains 
period during the day when the wind speed is in exce, of 15 lTIph. Thus, during the periods 
of high wind, the film would be completely di rupted. 
Water Surface Area 
2,500 acres 
5,000 acres 
50,000 acres 
A verage Film Coverage 
29% 
41% 
81% 
The av rag fihn 0' raO'e ar undoubt dly high beeau of th a umptions inherent 
in arriving at th quantitiv value. Of importane , thongh, ar the variation in average 
fihll overage for th different water urfac ar as. The variation ar indicative of the 
variation,::, in evaporation savings that might be expected. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF RADIO ALTIMETER 
Safety of Flight 
Throughout thi research program mall aircraft have been u ed for dispensing the 
monolayer-forming materials. The dusting plane flie at altitude between 50 and 200 feet 
above the water surface, depending upon wind condition . Pre ently, a Piper uper Cub is 
being u ed. The e mall aircraft employ a pre3 ur altim tel' for indicating altitude of flight. 
Becau e the atmo pheric pre sure can change quit rapidly, and becau e pre ure altimeters 
are sluggish in re ponding, thi type of altimeter can indicat altitude that are con3iderably 
in error. For thi reason, the pilot fl. rinD" the du ting plane during field test have not 
relied on the altim tel'. It i difficult, however~ t judge altitude of flight by 100kinO' at a 
water urfac. Con quently th pilot must rely ith r on boat on the water urface or on 
land forms urrounding the periphery of the lake or r rv ir to k ep the aircraft out of 
the water. 
The condition de cribed above indicated clearly the nece ity for developing a more 
accurate mean of d t rming the altitude of th aircraft above the water surface. The im-
portance of this development become even mol' vident when it i. r aliz d that the pilots 
u ~ d throuO"hout thi evaporation reduction re arch program hav had con iderable ex-
peri nce, and y t, on occa ions, hav had the aircraft arne dang r u ly clo e to the water 
urface. The dang r of aircraft flving into th wat r will b even gr ater when the technique 
of aerial application become~ more widely used and 1 experienced pilots are employed. 
Figure 37. Pilot with life jac-
ket and crash helmet. 
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Available Radio Altimeters 
Figure 38. Pilot and aircraft 
ready for fli~ht. 
Considerable time and effort have been expended in locating an altimeter that could 
be used for low-flying aircraft. For this research effort, in particular, an altimeter which 
will warn the pilot when the aircraft is below, ay 50 feet, is needed. The lower limit of 50 
feet has been set for safety reasons. 
In an endeavor to locate an accurate altimeter which could be used directly, or after 
modification, many research agencies, aircraft cOlnpanies, and universities were contacted. 
The effort uncovered only one type of unit which could be econolnically used on small air-
craft, a fre IU ncv-modulated radio altimeter (AN/ APN-l), developed during World War Ii. 
A unit was located on the urplus market and purchased. Radio altimeters involving modern 
technique which could po sibly be adapted to aerial application are available commercially. 
The commercial models ranO'e in price from $ ~ 650 to $23,000. Tn addition to being expensive, 
the unit lack re olution, and, in some cases, the accuracy required by pilots while flying at 
low altitude over wat r. Modification of one of these units may be po~sible, but more work 
mu t be directed in thi area to determine fea ibility. The minimum co t of any of the com-
Inercial radio altimeters is $5650 plus the cost of necessary modifications. Thus, the cost of 
the radio altimeter would approach the cost of the aircraft itself. 
Surplus Radio Altimeter 
The frequency-modulated radio altimet I' ( ee Figure 39 and 40) mea ure the alti-
tude of the airplane by determining the tim requir d for a radio wave to travel from the air-
craft to earth and return. A m thod of time maul' m nt, which depends on the observed 
difference in fr quen y between the tran mitted and I' c ived nergy, i mployed. The fre-
uency of the radio tran mitt I' i varied rapidly at a con tant rate, and the tran mittel' 
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Figure 39. Transmitter-Receiv-
er on ANI APN-l radio alti-
meter. 
Figure 40. AN APN-l radio 
altimeter, with auxiliary equip-
ment. 
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FIgure 41. Block diQgram of AN/APN- I. 
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hanges frequency in the time period required for the radio wave emitted by it to travel 
to earth and return. The higher the airplane, the longer the time required for a round 
trip and the greater the difference between the transmitter frequency and that of the 
reflected wave when it arrives at the airplane. Thus, the frequency difference is directly 
proportional to the altitude of the airplane. The rate at which the transmitter frequency 
varies is known, and, therefore, the elapsed time corresponding to any observed frequency 
difference is established. Since this is a direct measure of the altitude, a circuit which provides 
a current proportional to the frequency difference is employed to operate a meter, which is 
calibrated in terms of absolute altitude. (See Figure 40.) 
For low-altitude operation (0 to 400 feet), the frequency of the radio transmitter ia 
varied sinusoidally between 420 and 460 Mc/ s at a rate of 120 times per second. For sim-
plicity of design, sinusoidal rather than linear variation of frequencv has ,been employed. 
inusoidal variation does not affect the basic principle of the operation because the average 
frequency difference over a cycle of sinusoidal modulation is equivalent to that obtained from 
a linear variation of frequency with the same modulating period. Because the indicator circuits 
average the frequency difference over many modulation cycles, the transmitter may be con-
idered to be frequency-modulated at a constan t rate of 42 Mc/ s in 1/ 240 of a second (one-half 
eycle of the modulating frequency) (3). 
The output of the transmitter (about 0.1- watt) is radiated from a half-wave dipole 
transmitting antenna located on the underside of the airplane. A part of the reflected energy 
returns to a separate receiving antenna, which is al 0 located underneath the airplane but at 
some distance from the transmitting antenna (3). 
The weight of the transmitter-receiver unit of the surplus radio altimeter is 18.4 pounds. 
The weight of the auxiliary equipment, which includes the cabling, antennas, mounts, and 
indicator dials is 21.6 pounds. Thus, the total weight of the radio altimeter is 40 pounds. In 
many cases, where the aircraft must fly at high altitudes, the weight of the altimeter will re-
duce the weight of mater,ial that can be placed in the hopper. 'For example, during the tests 
at Scofield Reservoir, the quantity of nlaterial placed in the hopper for each trip was approx-
imately 350 pounds. A limit of 350 pounds was necessary because of the high elevation (7,-
700 feet) and the runway conditions. If the surplu radio altimeter had been installed in the 
aircraft prior to this time, the quantity of material carried during each trip would have had 
to be reduced to approximately 310 pounds. 
The radio altimeter received from surplus has been tested on the ground, and its per-
fonnance app ar., to be satisfactory. A. difficulty that will soon be encountered with this 
altimeter i that it op rate in the frequency band 420 to 460 Mc/ s. The Federal Communica-
tion Commi ion Rules and Regulation, Section 2. 106, footnote DS6, states that: 
Radio altim ter will not be permitted to u the band 
420-460 M: / , after F ebruary 15, 1968. 
The above reO'ulation rule out the po . ihility of u ing the radio altimeter on a com-
m rial ba i . In uiries have pointed out the difficulty of obtaining part for additional sur-
plu altimet r . Al ,the urplu unit ha th di advantage of bing bulky and heavy, and 
f r quiring on id rabl heavy cablinO' and fr IU nt aliI ration . Th F. ~ . . r egulation and 
th other di advantaO' inher ent in thi unit p oint ,out the need for a radio altimeter ba ed 
n m thod of modern circuitry. 
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RECOMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
Large-Scale Application Tests 
The need for large-scale, long-term~ sustained application tests for gaInIng the addi-
tional knowledge required regarding aerial application is readily apparent. Primarily, know-
ledge concerning the recovery of monomolecular film after being retracted by the wind is 
important. The importance of film recovery can be een from the work of FitzO'erald and 
"' ines (2) in Australia, where remarkable film recoveries were observed during calm condi-
tions. The low application rates of 0.075 lb/ acre used in Australia after an initial heavy 
dosing of material is evidence of the importance of film recoverv during sustained application 
periods. 
Fitzgerald and Vines (2), using evaporation retardants consisting of cetyl and stearyl 
alcohols, have obtained evaporation savings of 15 to 20 percent over extended periods of time. 
Long-term application tests in the l Tnited States should produce sirnilar results, if not better. 
Particularly, evaporation savings should be inlproved if longer-chain alcohols (C20 and/or 
C22 ) are incorporated with the cetyl and stearyl alcohol (C 1 6 and C18) . Also, the employment 
of an airplane rather than a boat allows more rapid replenishment of uncovered areas and 
thus increases the average percentage coverage of a water. urface with a resultant increase 
in evaporation savings. Large-scale application tests would provide information necessary 
to more accurately assess the economics of aerial application. 
Evaporation Retardants 
A research program hould be initiated which would give immediate attention to the 
development of an efficient and economical evaporation retardant suitable for aerial appli-
cation techniques. Research, to'date, at Utah State University ha shown, contrary to some 
previous reports, that the longer chain alcohols ( C20 and/ or C22 ) can be incorp.orated into the 
evaporation-reducing, monolayer-forming materials in significant amounts. A recommendation 
has been made to incorporate between 20 and 40 percent of C20 and/ or C22 into the evapora-
tion retardant to be employed in aerial application. The use of the longer chain lengths will 
increase the effectiveness of the material in retarding evaporation. The increase in effective-
ne for variou chemical compo itions should be determined in conjunction with the be-
havior .of the material under field condition and taking into account the cost of such 
materials. 
Radio Altimeter 
Some effort has been expended on developing a radio altimeter. Additional efforts 
are necessary to complete the needed development. The importance of this research effort 
cannot be too strongly stressed. The problems encountered during past aerial application 
tests will become critical when Ie experienced pilots are u ed or when flights are made 
over larger water surfaces than has been the ca e in the pa t. FliO'hts over very large ·bodies 
of water would prevent the pilot from judging his altitude by looking at land forms surrounding 
the periphery o{lakes and re ervoir . The pilot could judge altitude if a large number of 
boats were on the water urface, but uch an event cannot be relied upon. A pilot does not 
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r ly upon a pre. ure altin1eter when flying at an altitude of 50 feet above the water urface. 
on equently, if a rial application technique are to b applied to very large water surfaces in 
th future, iInproved Inethod of d t rmining altitude of flight IUl.\ t be developed and incorpor-
po rated into the aircraft. 
Evaporation Savings 
The application of evaporation-reducin 0', monolayer-forming materials to water sur-
fa on a ollnuercial ba i will re Iuire improv d method of detennining evaporation sav-
InO" rimarilv, any individual or group con id ring l' tardinO" evaporation on a water suf-
fac by m an of monolayer-formin material \vill want to know how much water i being 
'aved or can be aved. A detenuination of th 0 t of aI I lication , ill then indicate the cost 
of aving uch an alnount of water and will mak po ib] a d i i n r O"arding the f a ibility 
of appl., inO' evaporation retardant on a parti ular wat I' urface, or th more u nal ca e, 
lnak po ible a d i. ion as to which month of th y ar ar f a ibl for applying evaporation 
r tardant . 
Utah tat niv l' it becau f the n . d for improved method of determining evap-
oration, avinO", ha. d veloped a laborator. mod I f a long-path h. gr In t I' with tate fund". 
rrh d v lopl nt f th I nO' path luoi. hue flux In t r hould be continued and field instru-
m n t developed. 
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